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Star Alliance Case Study
Living Map recently delivered an integrated digital technology solution for Star Alliance, transforming their 

in-person customer travel support service into a digital, in-app service. This aims not only to 

improve navigational efficiency while reducing costs, but also serves to help reinvigorate the travel industry 

during a post-pandemic era and prepare for the development of Smart transformation in urban spaces. 

Star Alliance 

During multi-stop flights, customers often have to 

navigate through complex, unknown airports while 

dealing with the additional pressure of short or 

delayed crossover times. Star Alliance provide their 

Connection Service to simplify the journey from arrival 

to departure gate and ensure a more harmonious, 

stress-free connecting travel experience. 

The service includes employees who guide 

transit passengers though the fastest possible 

route between gates as well as coordinating

communication between carriers. 

Digitising analogue airport 
navigation 

As Smart solutions and Smart spaces become more 

prevalent, Star Alliance wanted to digitalise this 

historically analogue service and reduce the manual 

resources, and therefore cost, involved. Their aim 

was to produce an in-app solution which would act 

as an interactive digital environment to streamline 

the transit passenger experience in airports.

“Over the past few years, we have 
invested into data and technology 
solutions to prepare for the 
digitalisation of this service, and 
we were now ready to bring on 
board a partner who could help us 
realise the final product. Living Map 
had the technological expertise in 
indoor positioning as well as an 
agnostic infrastructure approach 
which convinced us they were the 
right choice.”

Christian Draeger, Vice President of Customer 

Experience at Star Alliance.
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The key requirements Star 
Alliance had for their 
solution were as follows: 

• To accommodate an easily scalable 

• Connection Service using digital channels 

• To be delivered as an in-app service and 

• available on mobile devices 

• To integrate with carriers’ existing mobile apps 

where it would ultimately be hosted 

• To include live indoor positioning, routing and 

navigation functions



Delivering intuitive transit passenger 
experiences with digital technology 

Living Map worked closely with Star Alliance and one of their member carriers, Singapore Airlines, to 

understand the requirements from both perspectives. To meet all objectives, the digital Star Alliance 

Connection Service solution was developed with Living Map’s Airline Accelerator technology.  

 

The final solution was designed to provide end-to-end transit support that reflected and improved upon 

the in-person service. Combining multiple live information feeds and visual delivery formats, the solution 

helps passengers dynamically and efficiently navigate their bespoke journeys through digital mediums, 

and allows airport staff to provide a more informed service to their customers.    

 

Leveraging existing infrastructure, Living Map 

created a visual map to represent the airport layout 

and provide contextual information about the 

environment. Live positioning capabilities 

accurately update the user’s location in real-time 

as they travel, while digital mapping capabilities 

present layered data, curated to improve the 

passenger experience. 

Information mapping 

The digital Star Alliance Connection Service 

solution additionally displays live routing through 

the airport terminals, actively guiding users to their 

destinations using the most efficient routes. It also 

has the functionality to respond to floor changes, 

display time to destination gate, and provide

information about the gate name or number to 

support passenger journeys. 

Curated routing and guidance  
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A live location feature was included to benefit staff 

service performance. This would provide more 

information about passenger status, allowing gate 

agents to locate lost passengers and make data-

driven decisions when holding flights.

Live location  

Living Map delivered the technical configurations 

within a Software Development Kit (SDK) which 

enables the solution to be easily integrated into 

all member carrier apps. Passengers can simply 

access these features through their existing airline 

apps, so they don’t have to download any 

additional, unfamiliar software.  

In-app integration 

“Living Map demonstrated proficiency and agility 

in their creation of this solution, taking us through 

a comprehensive development process from proof 

of concept to user design,” Christian continues. 

“The team was excellent to work with, handling any 

hurdle with a positive spirit. In addition, the CEO, 

Dominic Hazlehurst, was heavily involved in every 

step of the journey which was very much 

appreciated as we navigated this new relationship.”

Digital tokens that indicate the transit status of a 

passenger are available in the solution. These are 

designed to allow passengers to jump long queues 

and travel quicker, so they are more likely to arrive 

to gates on time.  

 

Passengers travelling through short, time-pressured 

connections will also receive a responsive pop-up 

message, based on their  location, that allows them 

to fast track through security. 

Expedite 
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Reintroducing confidence in airport travel 

Living Map delivered the technical configurations 

within a Software Development Kit (SDK) which 

enables the solution to be easily integrated into 

all member carrier apps. Passengers can simply 

access these features through their existing airline 

apps, so they don’t have to download any 

additional, unfamiliar software.  

By implementing this in-app solution, carriers 

will more easily be able to scale their support 

service, accommodating hundreds of passengers  

simultaneously as they navigate complex journeys, 

with no additional staff. Additionally, this solution 

will significantly decrease the need for person-to-

person contact in indoor spaces and allow carriers 

to adjust to a post-covid travel environment.

“The reality we need to acknowledge is that the 

airline travel market, particularly for multi-stop 

journeys, has been impacted by the pandemic 

and is still in recovery phases. However, we are 

confident that the technology Living Map has 

provided will be instrumental in restarting the 

industry, enabling a safer, contactless navigation 

experience for all passengers,” Christian explains. 

“We see great potential for a long-term partnership 

with Living Map and are excited to expand our 

usership of this tool.” 

 

Any airport with high transfer traffic would benefit 

from this solution, especially as they reopen their 

doors after lockdowns ease. The success of these 

features in such an enclosed, complex, and fast-

paced campus area only proves that they can be 

seamlessly transposed into many other urban 

areas, from retail complexes to city centres and 

Smart buildings. 
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